
IPRO BABY ADAPTER UNIVERSAL
 

• iPro Baby infant carrier adaptor

• For all strollers with Maxi Cosi attachments

• Transforms the pushchair in a practical Shop'n Drive 

System

• Easy attachment

 

 

Shipping

Adapter set

ALWAYS

flexible
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Product Description

With these adpaters you can combine the hauck iPro Baby infant car seat with pushchair models by other manufacturers if these 
are compatible with Maxi Cosi attachments. The adapters are simply put on the puschair chassis. The iPro Baby infant car seat is 
then fixed on top of them resulting in a practical Shop N Drive System that allows you to comfortably stroll through any small shop 
or street.

The iPro Baby infant car seat has been approved according to the newest i-Size regulation R 129/02. This infant car seat can be 
used for babies with a body size of 40 cm to 85 cm and can be therefore for a long period of time.

iPro Baby is particularly safe thanks to its Multi Layer Safety Concept consisting of various energy-absorbing materials. Those 
offer exceptional protection in the head, neck, chest, and belly areas.

Furthermore, high-quality stretch materials guarantee optimum comfort for your baby. The integrated 3-point harness is height-
adjustable so as to be adapted to your little one's body size. The side paddings can be used individually and are easy to remove, 
if not necessary. In addition, the seat pad consists of two parts whereas the seat part can be removed, while leaving on the head 
one. Thanks to its very light basic weight, the iPro Baby infant car seat can be comfortably carried by its softly padded handle 
even with child.

When fixing it in a vehicle, iPro Baby can be fastened by using the vehicle's 3-point safety belt or alternatively the separately 
available iPro Base. The iPro Base can be installed in vehicles that have an ISOFIX connection or that are equipped with i-Size 
seats. And what's more, the iPro Base con be used not only for the iPro Baby infant car seat, but also for the iPro Kids car seat 
that follows.



iPro Baby Adapter universal Data

Product net weight   0,39 kg  


